Social media toolkit - Sample Messages
2021 World Food Prize Laureate Dr. Shakuntala Haraksingh Thilsted

Link to social media cards: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1O_4y5YbEs7pq5l8ZO8e089IayeP5d1K6?usp=sharing


Twitter

Congratulations to the 2021 World Food Prize Laureate, Dr. Shakuntala Haraksingh Thilsted! @trinidad1949 is honored for improving the quality, quantity, and availability of food through science on nutrition, fish, and aquatic #foodsystems: https://bit.ly/3tu79KR #FoodPrize21

Congratulations, Dr. Shakuntala Thilsted 2021’s World Food Prize Laureate! @trinidad1949 is recognized for developing nutrition-sensitive approaches to land & water systems that have improved the lives of millions with aquaticfoods: https://bit.ly/3tu79KR #FoodPrize21

World #FoodPrize21 Laureate @trinidad1949's trailblazing research on nutrition, fish, and aquatic #foodsystems has transformed the diets, health and livelihoods of millions of children, women and men: https://bit.ly/3tu79KR #OneCGIAR @WorldFishCenter @CGIAR #AquaticFoods

Dr. Shakuntala Thilsted, @CGIAR scientist at @WorldFishCenter, was named the World #FoodPrize21 Laureate. @trinidad1949’s breakthrough #AquaticFoods research and innovations transform food, land & water systems toward healthy sustainable diets for all: https://bit.ly/3tu79KR

Dr. Shakuntala Thilsted is the first woman of Asian heritage to be awarded the World #FoodPrize21! A true food systems thinker, her innovations cross disciplines & sectors to promote nutrition & incorporate #aquaticfoods into the diets of the vulnerable: https://bit.ly/3tu79KR

Dr. Shakuntala Thilsted has been named the World #FoodPrize21 Laureate! From research to the high-level policy her science is shifting narratives from 'feeding' a growing global population to 'nourishing' billions of people, nations & the planet: https://bit.ly/3tu79KR #OneCGIAR

World #FoodPrize21 Laureate Dr. Shakuntala Thilsted from the @WorldFishCenter highlights the critical role of aquaticfoods in nutrition policies and interventions at national and global levels. Read more: https://bit.ly/3tu79KR #OneCGIAR

Congratulations to Dr. Shakuntala Thilsted for winning the World #FoodPrize21! @trinidad1949's award underscores the critical importance of aquaticfoods in a food systems transformation toward healthy, sustainable diets. Learn more: https://bit.ly/3tu79KR #OneCGIAR

Facebook/LinkedIn/ Instagram
Congratulations to Dr. Shakuntala Haraksingh Thilsted for her achievement in winning the 2021 World Food Prize! Dr. Thilsted was the first to examine the nutritional composition of aquatic foods commonly found and consumed in Bangladesh and Cambodia. Her research demonstrated that high levels of multiple essential micronutrients and fatty acids in these locally available foods offered life-changing benefits for children's cognitive development and the health of their mothers.

Learn more: https://bit.ly/3tu79KR #OneCGIAR #FoodPrize21

Congratulations! Dr. Shakuntala Haraksingh Thilsted, @CGIAR scientist and Global Lead for Nutrition and Public Health at @WorldFishCenter, was named the 2021 @WorldFoodPrize Laureate for her groundbreaking research and landmark innovations in developing holistic, nutrition-sensitive approaches to aquatic food systems, including fisheries and aquaculture. Dr. Thilsted has highlighted the crucial opportunities aquatic foods hold for nourishing all people and our planet.

Learn more: https://bit.ly/3tu79KR #OneCGIAR #FoodPrize21

Proud of Dr. Shakuntala Haraksingh Thilsted the 2021 World #FoodPrize21 Laureate. A true food systems thinker, Dr. Thilsted's nutrition-sensitive approaches and innovations to land and water systems have improved the diets, health and livelihoods of millions of vulnerable women, men, and children living in low- and middle-income countries with aquatic foods.


Congratulations to @WorldFishCenter’s Dr. Shakuntala Haraksingh Thilsted on being awarded the 2021 World Food Prize for her research and innovations on aquatic foods for healthy people and planet. From research to high-level policy her science is shifting narratives from 'feeding' a growing global population to 'nourishing' billions of people, nations and the planet.


Congratulations to Dr. Shakuntala Haraksingh Thilsted for her achievement in winning the 2021 World Food Prize! Her award underscores the critical importance of aquatic foods in a food systems transformation toward healthy, sustainable diets.